Galilean Nights Event ID: gn756

Number of telescopes: 0
Number of organisers: 4
Number of attendees: 1346

Event photos: We created photo galleries for the events we held during Galilean Nights in our website:

Homepage: www.ceaal.org.br


Event Report:
This event was an exhibition, called "Cosmic Landscapes", of 21 banners with beautiful astrophotos, most of them are HST images.

During the Galilean Nights and Brazilian National Week of Science and Technology, we went in a caravan through 5 cities in the State of Alagoas, bringing this activity to the community of these places.

For further information, please visit our website: www.ceaal.org.br

Direct link to the event report's page: http://200.241.160.19/clientes/ceaal/noticias/noites-galileanas-e-snct